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I. Choose the names of the authors using the 'Help Box' and write them in the space
provided.

[5 × 1 = 5]

Books

Authors
---------------------------------------------

2. The Blue Umbrella

---------------------------------------------

3. Discovery of India

---------------------------------------------

4. The Ramayana

---------------------------------------------

5. Gitanjali

---------------------------------------------



1. Godan

Help Box
Rabindranath Tagore, Munshi Premchand, Valmiki, Jawaharlal Nehru, Ruskin Bond.

II. Fill in the blanks with the characters of fairy tales.

[5 × 1 = 5]

1. In which fairy tale a girl is lost in imaginary world ? --------2. How many dwarfs did snow white meet ? ---------3. Whom did elves help ? ---------4. Who was so tiny that she could sleep in a walnut shell ? --------5. In which fairy tale the king had a palace built up of porcelain and it was delicate ?
------------------Help Box
Shoemaker, Alice in Wonderland, The Nightingale, Seven, Thumbelina.
III. Fill in the blanks with appropriate homophones.
1. Meenu bought this saree in a ---------.
2. Every nation wants --------- and prosperity.
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[ sail / sale]
[ piece / peace]
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3. Rohit will be home in an ----------.

[ our / hour]

4. Can you give me an ---------- of a student who has passed the high school examination
at the age of ten ?

[ instant / instance]

5. The teacher gave less homework to -------- the burden on the students.
[ lesson / lessen]
IV.

Given below are some important idioms and phrases. Match them with their meanings correctly.

[5 × 1 = 5]

1. Apple pie order

a. In a state of decline

2. To add fuel to the fire

b. To break the silence

3. At a low ebb

c. To increase anger

4. To bury the hatchet

d. In perfect order

5. To break the ice

e. To forget a quarrel

V.

Write the names of creators of these cartoon characters. Use the Help Box.
[5 × 1 = 5]
1.

2.

---------------------------

3.

----------------------------

4.

----------------------------

5.

----------------------------

---------------------------

HELP BOX
Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster, Walt Disney, Stan Lee and Steve, Bob Kane, William
Hanna and Joseph Barbera.
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